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Asstnacr
The only anhydrous oxides of antimony known as minerals are senarmontite and
valentinite, polymorphs of SbzO:.The higher oxides of antimony occur in nature as a single
phase, crystallizing in the isometric system with a structure of the pyrochlore type. This
mineral has been referred to under two names, stibiconite and cervantite; as stibiconite
has priority, we recommend that the name cervantite be dropped. Stibicon;te always contains water in the structure, and generally some calcium also; its range in composition can
be expressedby the formula: (Sb3+,Ca)rSb5+r-,(O, OH, H:O)o-2, in which 1is generally
near 1, and # ranges from zero towards 1. This variabilit)' in .o-Oortrion is refiected in the
physical properties; the density varies from 3.3 to 5.5, the refractive index from 1.62 to
2.05. Volgerite, stibianite, and hydroromeite are synonymous with stibiconite; arsenostibite
is arsenian stibiconite; the names stibioferrite, rivotite, and barcenite apply to mixtures of
minerals.

INrnopucrroN
The standard works on mineralogy, as for example volume 1 of the
seventh edition of Dana's System of Mineralogy, Iist four antimony
oxide mineralssenarmontite, valentinite, cervantite, and stibiconite.
Senarmontite and valentinite, polymorphs of SbzOs,are well characterized both as minerals and as laboratory products. Cervantite and
stibiconite are less well defined, and material described under one or
other of these names is exceedinglyvariable. We aim to show that cervantite and stibiconite are in fact synonymous, and that the higher oxides
of antimony are representedas minerals by only one phase.During the
greater part of this paper however, we wiil refer to this phase by the
non-committal term "antimony ocher" which was in fact applied to it
before the names stibiconite and cervantite were introduced.
Hrsronrc-q.r Sunvnv
Both stibiconite and cervantite have been used as mineral names for
over a century, but the material to which these names have been applied
was known to mineraiogistsmuch earlier as antimony ocher, and this
term is still current in German as "Antimonocker." The name stibiconite
was introduced by Beudant in 1832 (in the form "Stibiconise") as
synonymous with the material called "Antimonocker"; he describedit
as earthy, pale yellow to whitish yeilow, found in association with
stibnite. Beudant quoted no analysis, but gave the formula as
Sbzon aHzO, and stated that the mineral gives ofi water on heating. He
gave no locality for it, so it is not possibleto establisha type iocality
for stibiconite.
The name cervantite was introduced by J. D. Dana in 1850 for an
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antimony ocher described by Dufrenoy (1845) from Cervantes in the
Spanish province of Galicia. Dufrenoy's analysis showed no water, and
agreed fairly well with the formula Sbror. Hence the distinction between
stibiconite and cervantite has been largely based on the presence or
absenceof water. Our experienceindicates, however, that no anhydrous
oxide of antimony other than SbzOsexists as a mineral.
Much pertinent information regarding the oxides of antimony is to
be found in the literature of inorganic chemistry. This information is
weil summarized in the standard works of l\{ellor (1929) and Gmelin
(1949). Even here, however, much confusion is apparent, and contradictory statements are not hard to find. Comprehensive investigations
of the Sb-O system or the Sb-O-HrO system have not yet been made'
The two polymorphs of SbzOecorresponding to senarmontite and valentinite can readily be prepared in the laboratory; senarmontite is the
stable form up to 570", above which temperature valentinite is the stable
form (although valentinite can be prepared even at room temperature).
The most satisfactory data on the higher oxides of antimony have been
obtained from researchescarried out at the Department of Inorganic
Chemistry of the University of Stockholm, and were surnmarized by
Schrewelius(1943). Precipitates of hydrated SbrOscannot be completely
dehydrated without the loss of some oxygen, and it thus appears that
anhydrous SbzOris not a stable compound. The substanceproduced by
heating hydrated SbzOr is generally not SbzO+,as is stated in many
places, but SbsOoOH.This substance has a structure of the pyrochlore
type, and is very stable; the hydroxyl group is tenaciously held, and
can be removed only by heating the substancefor many days or weeks
at a high temperature. Such treatment produces SbzOa,which thus appears to be the only anhydrous oxide of antimony besides SbzOa.It is
orthorhombic and is isomorphous with stibiotantalite (SbTaOD. It has
not been identified as a mineral. None of the so-called cervantite, nor
any other material which we have examined, shows any trace of this
phase.
The work of Schrewelius and others has shown that the many ways
suggestedfor making the higher oxides of antimony all result in more or
less hydrated products with a variable Sb:O ratio. These products are
either non-crystalline or have a structure of the pyrochlore type. Our
experience is in agreement with these results; apart from senarmontite
and valentinite the only antimony oxide mineral is a phase of variable
composition with the pyrochlore structure.
Mrrnoos oF INVESTTcATToN
This investigation began with what appeared to be a simple problem
of the identification of the minerals present in pseudomorphsafter stib-
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nite from Milton Canyon, Nevada. The evident difficulty in deciding
whether cervantite or stibiconite or both were present led us to undertake
the examination of similar material from other localities. We are particuIarly indebted to the following institutions for the loan of valuable
specimens:the Mineralogical Museum of Harvard University, the U. S.
National lVluseum,the U. S. Geological Survey (through Dr. D. E.
White) and the Department of Geology of the University of California.
Without such a variety of material on which to work, we would have
had much greater difficulty in arriving at valid conclusions.As it was,
many specimens were unsatisfactory for one or another reason. The
antimony ochersare usually earthy and fine-grained, and admixture with
foreign matter is general. It is always difficult and often impossible to
separate homogeneous material for analysis. Even material free from
foreign matter may be variable in composition, as is shown by the
variation in refractive index and density of pure grains taken from different parts of the same specimen.
Refractive indices were measured in white light by the immersion
method; for indices greater than 1.81 P-S-CH2I, liquids, standardized
by the prism method, were used. Densities were determined on carefully
selected grains by means of the Berman balance, carbon tetrachloride
being used as the displacement liquid. X-ray powder photographs (Cu
radiation, Ni filter) were made of material from all specimens, using
114.6 mm. diameter cameras. Spectrographicanalyses were made of
most specimens.We are indebted to the Indiana Geological Survey and
to its spectrographer, Mr. R. K. Leininger, for the great amount of
valuable data thereby obtained. Some specimenswere selectedfor complete analyses,which were carried out by Mr. M. E. Coller, to whom we
would expressour appreciation for his careful work on a difficult problem.
The differential thermal analyses were made on a standard type of apparatus.
Cneurcar ColrposrrroN
The first step in the investigation was the determination of refractive
index and density and the taking of r-ray powder photographs of all the
samples of antimony ocher available to us. The powder photographs
all gave a similar pattern of lines, indicating that rve were dealing with
a single phase, but the variation in density and refractive index from
one specimen to another showed that this phase must be exceedingly
variable in composition. To obtain a picture of the variation in the
composition chemical analyses for total antimony and HrO (minus and
plus 105') were made on all reasonably pure specimens.The resulting
data are given in Table 1.
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1. Borneo. Harvard 95976.
2. Lugo, Spain (probably from Cervantes area).
3. Esmeralda County, Nevada. Harvard 80282.
(Conti,nued on nert page)
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4. Yucunani Mine, Tejocotes, Oaxaca, Mexico.
5. 31 km. N.W. of Ateca, Zaragoza, Spain.
6. Mexico.
/.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

lvlexlco.

Sonora(?), Mexico. Harvard 96084.
Constantine, Algeria. Harvard 83283. Labelled volgerite.
Sonora, Mexico. Haward9727O.
Argentina Mine, El Antimonio, Sonora, Mexico.
Ojuela Mine, Mapimi, Durango, Mexico.
Argentina Mine, El Antimonio, Sonoro, Mexico.
Empire district, Nevada. Harvard 83277.
China. Harvard 88887.
El Antimonio, Sonora, Mexico.
Mexico.
Palotes district, Durango, Mexico.
No locality. Univ. of California collection. Specimen is no. 4 of Larsen, Geol.Surz,.
Bull. 697, p. 136, (1921).
Sud Chichas, Bolivia.
Poggio Fuoco, Manciano, Italy (labelled hydroromeite).
Oaxaca, Mexico.
Pachecho, Zacatecas, Mexico.
El Antimonio, Sonora, Mexico.
El Antimonio, Sonora, Mexico.
El Antimonio, Sonora, Mexico.
Poggio Fuoco, Manciano, Italy (labelled hydroromeite).
Mexico.
Near San Jose Mines, Wadley, San Luis Potosi, Mexico.
Milton Canyon, Nevada.
Mexico.
Shia Ying Shan, near Shinkwan, North Kwangtung, China.
Near Taxco, Guerrero, Mexico.

Significant features of these results are the variability in total antimony, Irom 50/6 to nearly 80/6, and the universal presenceof combined
water, its amount ranging from 1.63 to 9.20/6. Significant too is the
presenceof valentinite as an impurity in all specimenscontaining more
than about 67/6 oI total antimony. This valentinite was revealed by
extra lines on the powder photographs. It was seldom detected optically,
and is evidently present in extremely small grains. Unfortunately the
strong lines of valentinite coincide either with those of the major phase
or with strong lines of quartz, which is often present as an impurity. As
a result it is difficult to detect less than 10/6 of valentinite by means of
powder photographs, so some samples labelled homogeneousmay also
contain this mineral.
Spectrographicanalyseswere also made of each of the specimensenumerated in Table 1. Besidesantimony in major amounts, the spectrograms showed that calcium was omnipresent, ranging up to a"bout 10/6
or more; silicon (ubiquitous as admixed qluartz) occurred in amounts up
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to about l/6 or a little more; minor amounts (<1%) of Fe, Al, and lilg
were present in most specimens;and occasionaltraces of Ag, l'{n, Pb,
Na, and Ti were observed.
The data showed that the antimony ochers with which we were working were essentially hydrated antimony oxides with a variable calcium
content. I'rom a considerationof the resultsof theseinitial investigations,
some specimenswere selectedfor complete chemical analysis.A major
problem was the determination of the relative amounts of trivalent and
quinquivalent antimony. The antimony ochers are remarkably insoluble
in all the common reagents, and our experience is that they can only
be dissolvedin the presenceof a reducingagent, which of courseimmediately alters the relative amounts of the two forms of antimony. We did
not find a suitable reducing agent insensitive to air, so abandoned
methods basedon solution. The procedurefinally adopted was to determine the oxygenas water removed when the antimony ocher was heated
at 850o in a stream of purified hydrogen. The water given off included of
coursethe water content of the mineral and had to be correctedfor this;
the remainder represented the oxygen combined with antimony plus
that combined as FezOa.We are not entirely satisfied with the reliability
of the procedure for sampleswith a high water content, since the correction involved is then considerable.Total antimony was determined by
dissolving a sample in concentratedHCI containing KI as a reducing
agent, under refluxing conditions in an Erlenmeyer flask. The antimony
was precipitated with H2S, and the precipitate filtered off and digested
in a Kjeldahl flask with concentrated HzSO+and NarSOa.Upon complete
solution the antimony was reduced with NazSOrand the reduced antimony then titrated with standard KX{nO+ at 5o C. A separatesample
was used for the determination of SiOz,FezOr,Alzos, CaO, and X4gO.
The sample was dissolved as above and the insoluble residue filtered
off; this residue was examined microscopically and proved to be quartz
in ali sampies and is therefore reported as SiOr. Antimony was removed
by precipitation with HzS. The iron and aluminum were then precipitated
with NH+OH. The iron was determined colorimetrically and the AbOa
value obtained by difference.The calcium was determined as oxalate
and the magnesium as phosphate. The Penfield method was used to
determine HrO*. Duplicate analyses were run on all samples. The
results of these chemical analyses are given in Table 2.
When the analyses in Table 2 are recalculated to atoms or ions per
unit cell (as recommendedby Hey, 1939),using a value of 10.27 Aior
do and the measured density for each sample (the analysesand densities
of samples 4 and 9 being corrected for an estimated admixture oI 10/6
valentinite) the figures in Table 3 are obtained. These figures have now
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T,teln 2. ANar,vsnsor Srrsrcoxrrn. Awer,vsr, M. E. Cor,rnn
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1 Includes NazO, 1.02/o.
2 Includes CO2,0.6970.

to be interpreted in terms of the pyrochlore structure.
The pyrochlore structure belongs in the space group Fd3m, which
has two distinct sets of 16-fold lattice positions, one set of 4S-fold positions, and one set of S-fold positions. In the type substancepyrochlore,
TesrB 3. Analvsrs or SrrsrcoNrrn,Rrcer,cur,errnrN Arous pnnUlrrr Crr,r,
A
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r 7. 1
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4 7. 7

1 01
.
2.t
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10.0
0.3
5.1
42.4
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whose ideal formula is CarNbzOoF,there are eight formula groups in the
unit cell (i.e. CaroNbrooasFs),
and the atoms are distributed as follows:
16Ca in 16(d)
16Nb in 16(c)
48o ina8ff)
8F in 8(b)
Many substancescrystallize in this structure, and it has been shown
that the 16 (d) positions may be occupiedby Ca, Na, Sb3+,Pb, Ag, K
and many other elementswith an ionic radius of about 1A or greater;
the 16 (c) positions may be occupied by Nb, Ta, Sb5+,Al, Ti and other
elementswith an ionic radius of 0.5A to 0.84; the 48 (f) and the 8 (6)
positions may be occupied by oxygen, hydroxy-l, and fluoride ions, or
water molecules.Pabst (1939) has given a useful summary of the characteristics of the pyrochlore structure and emphasizesthe occurrence of
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defect lattices among substances of this type. He cites examples illustrating that both the 8 (b) and 16 (d) positions can be partly or wholly
unoccupied. The figures in Table 3 show that this situation is usual in
antimony ocher; the 16 (d) positions are only partially occupied by Sb3+,
Ca, and (in no. 23) Na, and the 8 (6) positionsare completelyoccupied
only in no. 4. In addition the 16 (c) positions, occupied by Sb5+,are also
not entirely filled in some specimens(18, 23,24,29,30).It is believed
that the slight excessof Sb5+above 16 atoms per unit cell shown by the
analyses of no. 4 and no. 16 is apparent rather than real, being due to
error in the oxygen determination, which is the least precise of the
analytical data. Similarly, the deficiency in (O, OH, H2O) below 48 in
nos. 24, 29, 30 is not believed to reflect empty lattice points in the 48 (/)
positions,but to be due to part of the considerableamount of H:O(-)
in these specimensbeing constitutional. The role of water in the antimony ochers, whether present as adsorbed water, as water molecules
occupying Iattice positions, or as hydroxyl ions, is difficult to evaluate;
probably all three forms are present in greater or less quantity in most
specimens.
The structural and chemical data thus indicate that analysesof homogeneousmaterial of antimony ocher should be interpreted in terms of the
following formula: (Sb3+,Ca)rSb-,(O, OH, HzO)o-2.From the nature
of the pyrochlore structure it is conceivablethaty, i.e. total (Ca, Sb3+),
might rise as high as 2 in the generalformula. In the analyzedstibiconites,
however, this total does not exceed 1 and is usually less. The value of *
can be zero, ot can range towards 1.
At first glance, it is remarkable that the variability in cell content is
not accompanied by changes in the size of the unit cell. our measurements show that most ,p..irrr.n, have a value for ao between 10.26 A
only a few samples gave powder photographs
and. 10.27 A. Ad-itt.dly
with sharp back-reflection lines from which accurate lattice dimensions
could be calculated, but the less Iegible photographs showed a close
with the measuredones.However, as Pabst points out,
correspondence
the pyrochlore structure is characterized by the presence of a large
amount of oxygen. on account of the large size of the oxygen anion the
volume of the unit cell is determined almost entirely by the anions
alone, and as a first approximation the structure may be regarded as
consisting of a rigid framework of oxygen, in the interstices of which the
cations are situated
Puvsrcar- Pnopnnuos
As may be expected from the variability in chemical composition, the
physical properties also vary greatly. The density ranges from about 3'3
uo to a maximum of about 5.5 (when allowance is made for the approxi-
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mate content of valentinite present in the densestspecimens).A marked
correlation exists between density and hardness. Specimensof high
density are quite hard and generally cannot be scratched with a knife
blade; the maximum hardness is about the same as that of quaftz.
With decreasingdensity the hardnessfalls off rapidly, and although the
hardness of the more earthy specimenscannot be readily evaluated, it
appears to be from 3 to 4 on l\{ohs scale. The usual color of most specimens of antimony ocher is chalky white to pale yellow, but orange,
brown, gray, and black are not uncommon. The depth of color shows a
distinct correlation with the amount of iron in the specimen,and brown
or black colors often signify the presence of admixed tripuhyite (iron
antimonate). In materiai from El Antimonio gray colors generally indicated admixed bystromite (magnesium antimonate).
In the iiterature the statement sometimes appears that cervantite is
found as acicular orthorhombic crystals. Many specimensof this type
were seen, but in every case the crystals were clearly pseudomorphs
after stibnite. Under the microscope, all the material proved to be exceedingly fine-grained, with no trace of crystal outlines. Mr. T. B.
Rhinehammer of the Chemistry Department of this university kindly
examined some of our material under the electron microscope. He
reports that even under the highest magnifications most of the material
appeared to be structureless aggregates;a few grains, however, showed
square cross-sections.X-ray powder photographs of antimony ochers
sometimes have broadened and diffuse lines, indicating that the crystal
size is very small; this is especially the case with the more hydrated
specimens.
Oprrcar, PnopBnurs
The optical study of all the specimens was done in immersion oils.
In general the mineral grains vary from highly turbid to translucent.
Occasionally some clear glassy isotropic grains were found intermixed
with the turbid grains. The refractive index of the clear grains was similar to that of the more turbid material in all cases.
nlost of the material examined has irregular fracture. A few notable
exceptionsare the platy material with vicinal facesin no. 27 Irom poggio
Fuoco, Italy, and fibrous material in specimens from the Argentina
Mine, El Antimonio, Sonora, Mexico, and in no. 4 from the Yucunani
Mine, Oaxaca,Mexico.
Impurities consisted of original antimony minerals, chiefly incompletely replaced valentinite and stibnite qrartz in a number of specimens, and gypsum (?) in specimenno. 1, from Borneo. Iron oxide is the
most common impurity and occurs in many of the specimensexamined
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Under the microscope the color ranges from white (as in the Milton
Canyon and Broken Hills specimens),through yellow (massive material,
Siena, Italy), yellow-brown (Losacio, Spain), to dark brown (Piedra
Azul l\l[ine, Ei Antimonio, Nlexico). Although mainly isotropic, many
of the fragments, especially where turbid, show pinpoints or aggregates
of doubly refracting material in a thin band around the edge of the
grains.
The refractive index of the specimens examined ranged fuom t'627
to 2.047. The majority of the specimenswere homogeneous.Some gave
a single refractive index value, while others exhibited a range of index
of refraction. In no. 31 (\{exico) the refractive index ranged from 1'701
to 1.725with a few grains slightly higher lhan 1.725-In no. 18 (Paletos
district, Durango, Mexico), the refractive index of the majority of the
grains is 1.728with a few grains ranging from 1.710to I.740. Generally
no relationship between n and other physical properties was apparent
where a range of refractive index was found. No. 23 (Pachecho,Zacatecas, I,{exico) was an exception. This was a white ocher with a yellow
tinge. As the refractive index decreasedthe yellow tinge became stronger.
In some heterogeneousspecimens, composed of turbid and clear fragments, there is little or no variation in m between the different component parts, e.g. specrmen no. 1 (Borneo) microcrystalline phase
n:2.045, acicular phase z:2.047. A sampie of heterogeneousmaterial,
which gave a considerable difference in the n of the separate fractions,
was no. 29 (Wadley, San Luis Potosi, Mexico); fraction A, n:l'621
and fraction B, n slightly less than 1.649.
Qualitatively the refractive index (and density) shows a direct relationship to the antimony content and an inverse relationship to the
water content. These relations are not linear, however, evidently because of the complex variability of the chemical composition coupled
with a greater or less degree of defectnessin the structure. Hence it is
not possible to estabiish the chemical composition of a particular specimen from a measurement of refractive index or density'
DrllenBNtr,qr TrrBnnral ANer,vsrs
Difierential thermal analyses were made on all specimensfor which
complete chemical analyseswere available. The thermal equipment and
techniques used in determining the behavior of the antimony ochers are
essentially similar to those described by Kerr, Kulp and Hamilton
(pp.7-11). The major differenceis that but one sample can be determined during each furnace run. Preliminary runs at ordinary sensitivity
yielded curves with small indistinguishable exothermic peaks and no
visible endothermic peaks. All samples were then rerun with the D'C'
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microvolt pre-amplifier in the circuit between the furnace and the
recorder. The specimenswere all run at a pre-amplifier scale of 50, the
lorvest possible magnification obtainable with the pre-amplifier in the
circuit.
The resulting thermal curves (Fig. 1) show a change in composition
and structure resulting in almost all instances when the specimenswere
heated to 1100o c. The curves for all the specimensare similar in the
lower temperature ranges. A large endothermic peak representing dehydration occursin samplesnos. 30, 23, 29 and 18; and a somewhatsmaller
one in samples 4, g, 16, and 24. The temperature at which the peak
occurs varies slightly in each sample, but does not go above 200o C'
The cause of the double peak in 29 and 18 is unknown. AII the samples
except no. 4 show an exothermic dome between 425" C' and 490o C'
This is probably the result of a slight rearrangement of the crystal
Iattice. It was noted that all the thermal curves except no. 4 from the
Yucunani Mine, Mexico, showed a very gradual return to the zero line
after the peak representing the expulsion of Hzo. It was suspectedthat
this might indicate gradual rather than rapid loss of Hzo in the antimony
ocher. This was verified by making heat loss determinations on several
specimens.Thesewere heated up to 850oC., with weight determinations
at regular intervals. Weight loss continued up to 750" C., at which
temperature the last of the water had evidently been expelled. Finally,
a strong exothermicpeak occursabove 925oC. in all of the samples.This
representsa change of phase. X-ray powder photographs were made on
all the samples tested in the thermal apparatus. Comparison of the
patterns before and after thermal analysis demonstrated the inversion
to CaSbzOo(hexagonal) at the exothermic peak temperature in all
samples except no. 4. Sample t had, in addition to the CaSb2O6lines on
the powder photograph, a few weak lines which possibly could be attributed to unchanged stibiconite. Sampie 4 remained essentially unchanged.A rerun of sample 29 to 950" C., a temperature just beiow the
exothermic peak for this sample, showed that no change of phase had
occurred as yet. on this basis it is believed that the phase change in
all the specimensoccurs at the exothermic peak temperature.
X-R.q.v Dara
The measurementsof a powder photograph of a sample of pure stibiconite are reproduced in Table 4. This photograph was selectedfor measurement because of the purity of the sample and the sharpnessof the
Iines. In many powder photographs of stibiconite the ar and a2 lines of
the back reflections are not resolved, and when the lines become very
diffuse many of the weaker ones no longer appear and the strong reflections at 3.09 and 2.96 may almost coalesce.Although not the strongest
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line, the innermost reflection at 5.9 is useful for characterizing stibiconite, since it is extremely weak or absent in other antimony minerals
with the pyrochlore structure, such as bindheimite. The strong reflection
at 3-09 practically coincides with the strongest line for valentinite
(3.13)' which makes it difficult to recognizeadmixture when this mineral
is present in amounts less than 10/6. The best clue is a change in the
relative intensities of the second and third lines in the stibiconite
patternl if the secondline becomesequal to, or greater in intensity than
the third, admixed valentinite is probably present.
Tasrn 4. X-nav Powoan DrlrnacrroN Dare lon SrrsrcoNrrn (Cu-K"
Reor.lrroxl INrrNsrrros Esnuerno sv Vrsuar, fusprcrroN)
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The powder photograph of stibiconite indexed in Table 4 is essentially
identical with or similar to powder photographs of a number of antimony
compounds indexed in the card file of x-ray diffraction data published
by the A.S.T.M. (American Society for Testing Materials). For the
convenienceof those using this card file, the relevant cards are enumerated in Table 5. We believe that in effect all these cards index the same
phase, the discrepanciesbetween different cards being due partly to
difierencesin technique (camera radius, radiation used, etc.), and partly
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to the nature of the material from which the powder photographs were
made (poor crystallinity, admixture of foreign material). The photograph
indexed in Table 4 was selected as the best of many taken during the
course of this investigation, and the material from which it was made
was carefully checked for homogeneity. we therefore believed that the
data in Table 4 are the most reiiable yet published for stibiconite and
artificial antimony oxides with the pyrochlore structure.
Teslr

5. Clnos ConnasPoNDrNGro SrrercoNrrn rN rnn A'S'T'M'
Dera
Frr,n op X-RaY DrlrnlcrroN

Description

Antimony pentoxide
Stibiconite
Stibiconite
Lewisite
Romeite
Stibiconite
Hydroromeite
Antimony tetroxide
Antimony pentoxide hydrate, SbzOs 3H:O
Calcium antimony oxide, 2CaO SbzOr
Antimony pentoxide
Antimony pentoxide hydrate, SbzOa HzO
Hydroromeite

No. in
1950 ed.

0363
2364
2480
JIZJ

3724
3726
3725
3810
3815
3822
3831
3832
3833

Three strongest lines

6.0
2.92
2.88
1.81
1.81
1.81
1.80
1.55
1.55
1.55
1.54
1.54
1.54

3.10
1.80
1 42
1.55
1.54
1.54
1.54
2.96
1.81
I 05
1.81
1.81
1.79

2.97
1.53
1.79
2 96
1.18
I 03
r.17
1.18
1.18
r.82
1.17
l.r4
1.15

SrrrrconrrB oR CERVANTTTE?
The data presented in this paper indicate that the naturally occurring
antimony oxides comprise three minerals: senarmontite, valentinite, and
a third compound which we have referred to as antimony ocher' The
latter compound is variable in composition and includes both stibiconite
and cervantite. which of these names should be adopted for this mineral?
Sincethe name stibiconite (1832)antedatescervantite (1850)we suggest
that the rule of priority is applicable and that stibiconite be adopted
and cervantite relegated to the synonymy. Additional grounds for this
procedure are that the name cervantite is false in significance. It was
expressly applied by its author to the anhydrous compound SbrOa,and
all our analysesof antimony ocher show constitutional water. We believe
that the few analysesof cervantite in the literature r,vhichshow no water
a r e u n r e l i a b l e ,a n d t h a t a n h y d r o u sS b z o +d o e s n o t o c c u r a s a m i n e r a l .
we would therefore provide the following definition for stibiconite:
an isometric mineral with the pyrochlore structure and the general
formula (Sb3+, Ca), Sbz-" (O, OH, H2O)6-7.The only objection to this
definition is that it is perhaps too wide, since it can include the mineral
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romeite, whose formula may be written CauSbz(O,OH)u_r. If mode
of occurrencewere sufficient grounds for the naming of different minerals
both names could be retained, since stibiconite is always found as a
supergenealteration product whereas romeite is a mineral of metamorphosed ore deposits. The question is one which we prefer to leave to
individual choice until such time as a clear formulation of what constitutes a mineral specieshas been generally accepted.
SyrtoNylry
A number of names have appeared in the literature for antimony oxide
minerals supposedly distinct from senarmontite, valentinite, and stibiconite. We have endeavored to obtain authentic specimens for as many
of these as possible, in order to compare them with our own material,
and to establish whether or not they are valid species.The results are
enumeratedin the following section.
Hydroromeite.The name hydroromeite was introduced by Natta and
Baccaredda (1933), who applied it to specimensof "antimony ocher,,
from Higueras and Villafranca in Spain. Their analyses are comparable
with those of stibiconite presented in this paper and the material had the
pyrochlore structure with o:10.25 A. Natta and Baccareddaexpressed
the analysesin the formulas CaO. SbrOs.3HzOand 3CaO 2SbrOs.SHzO,
which are special casesof the general formula for stibiconite suggestedin
the preceding section. Under these circumstances we suggest that the
name hydroromeite be dropped in favor of stibiconite.
Volgerite.The name volgerite was applied by Dana (1354) to an analyzed antimony ocher from Constantine in Algeria. The analysis is similar to those of stibiconite. A specimen labelled "Volgerite, Constantine,
Algeria" (Harvard 83283) proved to consist of stibiconite with some
admixed valentinite (no. 9, Table 1).
Arsenostibite (orsenstibite).Arsenstibite was introduced as a mineral
name by Adam (1869) for a hydrous oxide of antimony and arsenic,
with the Sb:As ratio about 3:1. The only other oxide of antimony and
arsenic mentioned in the literature is that from Varutrd,sk, Sweden,
described by Quensel (1937). The analysis of this material resembled
that of arsenstibite, and Quensel revived this name for it, modifying it
to arsenostibite for the sake of euphony. Professor Quensel kindly supplied us with a small portion of the type material from Varutriisk. It
gave the characteristic x-ray powder photograph of the pyrochlore type,
and arsenostibite is evidently structurally identical with stibiconite.
Arsenostibite is a stibiconite with about one-quarter of the antimony
replaced by arsenic, and in accordance with the nomenclature adopted
in the seventh edition of "Dana's System of Mineralogy" it may be considered a variety of this mineral and referred to as arsenian stibiconite.
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Stibiani.te.Stibianite was described by Goldsmith (1878) as an alteration product of stibnite from Victoria, Australia. Goldsmith's material
is preserved in the museum of the Academy of Natural Sciencesof Philadelphia, which kindly supplied a specimen(no.2032) marked "Stibianite
(type) " for examination. It proved to be stibiconite admixed with quartz'
StibioJerrite. Stibiaferrite (the name was changed to stibioferrite by
Dana) was also describedby Goldsmith (1873). Two specimenswere
available for study, one from the museum of the Academy of Natural
Sciencesof Philadelphia (no. 18562,from the Vaux Collection, Iabelled
"stibioferrite from California, E. D. Brown, 1918"), the other from the
U. S. National Museum (no. R1769, labelled "Stibioferrite, Santa
Clara County, California"). The curator of the mineral collection of the
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciencesinforms us that the specimen
supplied is the only one of stibioferrite in the collection, and its history
is unknown. This specimenagreeswith Goldsmith's description, showing
small yellow crystals in yellow to brownish-yellow earthy material, the
whole being enclosedin a matrix of vein qtartz. It is a gross mixture;
the small yellow crystals are wulfenite, the yellow to brownish-yellow
material is bindheimite admixed with jarosite. The specimen from the
U. S. National Museum consistedof similar brownish-yellow material in
a qtartz matrix without the yellow crystals. The brownish-yellow material on this specimen consisted entirely of jarosite; traces of antimony
were detected spectrographically. It must be concluded that stibioferrite
is not a valid species.
Rivotite. Rivotite was described by Ducloux in 1874 as a massive
yellowish-green mineral disseminated through a yellowish white limestone on the west side of the Sierra del Cadi, province of Lerida, Spain.
The following analysis was given: SbrO542.00, AgzO 1.18, CuO 39.50'
COz 21.00; total 103.88. Several specimensof rivotite from the type
Iocality were available for study, all of which tallied closely with the
description of Ducloux. X-ray powder photographs of all three were
similar, and were found. to correspond to malachite, with a few weak
and diffuse lines of stibiconite. Dilute HCI dissolved the malachite and
left a reddish colored residue which gave the stibiconite pattern alone.
Under the microscope a few particles could be recognized as malachite
but most grains consisted of submicroscopic aggregates,were turbid to
opaque due to inclusions, and no diagnostic data could be obtained
from them. To confirm our diagnosisof rivotite as a mixture of malachite
and stibiconite we had a partial analysis made, with the following results:
SiOz3.64, AlzOa0.90, Fe2OB
5.86, CaO L74, SbzOs14.4, CuO 47.6, AgzO
1.03, COz 13.6, HrO(-) I.29, HrO(+) 7.43. The proportions of CuO,
COz, and HrO(+) in this analysis correspond closely with those required
for malachite. The original analysis quoted by Ducloux is evidently
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erroneous.Rivotite is a mixture and the name can therefore be deleted.
Barcenite:Barcenitewas describedby Nlallet (1S78)as an antimonate
of mercury occurring as pseudomorphsafter livingstonite from Huitzuco,
Guerrero, Nlexico. Apparently no further data on this mineral has been
published since Nlallet's original description. A sample of barcenite,
agreeingin all respectswith l\Iallet's description, was obtained from the
U. S. National Nluseum (no. 94243). Spectrographic analysis showed
that the major metallic constituents were antimony, mercury, and
calcium, in agreement with the published analysis. X-ray powder photographs gave a strong pattern of stibiconite accompanied by a weaker
pattern of cinnabar. It is therefore concluded that barcenite is not a
homogeneousmineral but an intimate mixture of stibiconite and cinnabar.
OccunnBwcB
Stibiconite typically occurs as an alteration product of stibnite, and
is often clearly pseudomorphous after this mineral. The lead antimony
sulfides, such as bournonite and jamesonite, generally alter to bindheimite rather than stibiconite. Stibiconite is an important ore of antimony, especially in China and Mexico. Indeed, a major part of the
antimony produced in North America comesfrom Mexican stibiconite.
Many of the Mexican deposits consist entirely of this mineral, and the
derivation from stibnite is not obvious. In the El Antimonio district
of Sonora, one of the larger producers of antimony ore, the stibiconite
occurs as irregular massesin qtartz veins, and no stibnite has ever been
found in most of the mines (White and Guiza, 1949). However, it is
probable that stibnite was the primary minerai.
An interesting feature is the common occurrence of valentinite intimately intermixed with stibiconite. This valentinite is often undetectable
microscopically, and can only be recognizedin r-ray powder photographs.
On this account we are dubious as to whether the analysesof stibiconite
and cervantite in the literature can be interpreted as representing homogeneous material. Our experience indicates that intimate admixture of
stibiconite and valentinite is as common as pure stibiconite. It is intriguing that the common form of SbzOaas a mineral is valentinite, not
senarmontite, which is the stable form at ordinary temperatures. The
only senarmontite which we have seenis from the type locality at Hamimat near Constantine in Algeria; none of the specimens of antimony
ocher which we examined contained this minerai, although many contained valentinite. Bloom (1939)showedthat the formation of valentinite
is favored by the presenceof foreign ions, and this is confirmed by our
data. Spectrographic analyses of senarmontite from Hamimat showed
that it was as pure or purer than reagent grade SbzOalapart from anti-
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mony it contained a trace of arsenic and a slight trace of magnesium.
Spectrogramsof valentinite, however, always had numerous lines of
elements other than antimonv.
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